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Although ,the pages on England seem out of perspective and
rather inaccurate, the book gives much continental information
and shows how the subject may be usefully presented to Luther-
ans W. T. WHITLEY.

English Monasteries. By A. Hamilton Thompson. New York: G. P.
Putnam's Sons, 1913. 156 pages. 40 ets. net.

This little volu:me is an admirable brief handbook,' not only
on the English monastic buildings,but also on English monastic
life, which is much more important.. Monasticism had a rich
develqpm~mt in England as on the continent; many of the or
ders were largely represented; they built extensively, lavishly,
almost eXitravagantly, some of the most b~autiful and impres
sive architecture of England being the products of their toil.
During ,the Reformation and since most of these buildings were
destroyed; but some have been preserved and the remains of
others still impressively proclaim the glories 'of the past. This
little volume gives with 'accuracy and in: brief, compact and
pleasing form aU ,that the average reader will care to know of
the monastic orders and their life, and of the monastic buildings
of England.

Promenades a travers Ie Paris des Martyrs 1523-1559. Par John
Vlenot. Paris: Librairie Fisehbaeker, 1913. 180 pages.

This small volume is an interesting study of the Protestant
martyrdoms of Paris between the years named in the title. Not
only is there an interesting account of the various sites where
executions took place a.t that time, ibutalso vivid accounts, often
by witnesses, of the actual scenes of suffering. Many of the
places of execution have now been so ,changed ;that no one would
recognize them or even suspect their sorrowful history. Some
thing is known of· most of the mamyrs, and this is related often
in the words of contemporaries. The book fills in the details of
one of the sorrowful chapters of French history. How different
would have been the story of that unh8(ppy country if the gov
ernment had allowed the Reformation to have a free hand.
Both state and church suffer today from the iniquities of ,that
bloody period.
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